
Wednesday September 18, 2013                                                                                                                                                 
 Upper Iowa University –conference room                                                                                                                                                      

4601 Hammersley Road 
Madison, WI 53711 

WELCOME, NETWORKING   

District Introductions.   Welcome new members!   
 
PROGRAM INTRODUCTIONS that are sponsored by GDCTG.  All these programs are also described on the website 
under the Student Programs tab.   
No refunds are given once the registration is submitted.  Take care in signing up the number of teams.  You need 
to bring the number of players or teams that you committed to or you will compromise the table rotation, awards, 
number of treats, etc. for the tournament.   
 
Math 24:  Grades 4 – 8; Teams of 3 students.   Kristy Champion explained the program. The tournament is hosted 
by WCATY at the UW-Madison.  Chair position open.  Chair just needs to get awards for the day.  WCATY takes 
care of treats.   Each team must bring a proctor. 
Teams of three compete to solve problems with four numbers by adding, subtracting, multiplying or dividing to 

reach a sum of 24.  Last year the tournament was located at Union South.  There are two competitions divided 

into regions.  Members of each region will be determined once all registrations are submitted.  Tournament 

Schedule:  North Teams:  March 4; South Teams: March 14.  Each room needs a Host.  The host times the 

tournament rounds, inputs the scores in the data base and presents the awards.   

 
Haiku—Grade 4 only.  Carole Mason, Chair.  Scheduled for the last Monday of April.  Bob Clasen, who has judged 

the entries since the program started is planning on publishing his favorite Haiku’s in an anthology 

Math Meet:  Grades 5 – 8  Kitty Ver Kuilen retiring as chair after ten years.  Laura Borsecnik assumes the chair. 

This competition provides an opportunity for students to think deeply about math and to work together to solve 

problems.  The meet has four individual events and a team event.  There are usually four team problems.   The 

team needs to divide the work of these problems in order to complete them in the allotted time.  Two tournament 

levels:  Grades 5 & 6; grades 7 & 8.  Each team consists of 8 players—four from each grade level.  Teams are sorted 

into regional tournaments.  6 – 9 teams are in one regional.  There are six regionals.  The top two teams go on to a 

Mega Math Meet.  The UW Math Department hosts the 5/6 meet.   We are currently looking for a new host for 

the 7/8 Mega Meet.  Edgewood College has stopped hosting as of this year.   

 

Yahara  Grades Ruth Frawley, Chair. Grades 5 – 8;  Four different types of entries:  Short Stories, Poetry, Editorials 

and Cartoons.  Consult the chart below for the number of entries per school in each category: 

Number of Classrooms in 

district at a grade level 

1-3 4-6 7-9 10-12 13+ 

Number of groups of 3 that can 

be registered 

1 1 or 2 1, 2 or 3 1, 2, 3, or 4 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 

Ruth suggests putting an envelope in each classroom to collect the entries. Timing: if all entries are in before 

Christmas break, you have plenty of time!  Entry prep –take a look before the January meeting!  There are several 



specific details to pay attention to.  Top Ten Workshop at Union South while Memorial Union is under 

construction.  District assignments for each participating district are on the web site.  Need a judging chair who is a 

good communicator.  February is the busy month for the chair.  See Overview for Chairs also on the website. 

College Matters Forum:   Sharon Daly, chair. High School juniors. This is a good introduction to college prep.  It is 

not an advertisement for UW— the Pyle Center is just a convenient spot. Students hear from Admissions officers 

from various colleges and universities; also a student panel—share how they went through the admissions 

process.   

Admissions Counselor from Yale coming to Middleton 

Fine Arts Weekend:   Mary Kennedy, Chair.  High School students. Students see three plays at the American 

Players Theater in Spring Green.  They participate in a workshop, tour the facilities at the theater and get to meet 

the actors and actresses. Registration is in the spring for the fall event.  Mary will send a “Save the Date” in spring 

and will seek registrations.  This is a good program for those interested in drama, are good at English, interested in 

the tech side of theater (lighting, stage design).   $150 includes lodging at the Round Barn Lodge and meals.  Some 

schools fundraise to help defray the cost of the two days.    

Ted Widerski Scholarship Fund:  Lucia Rowley, chair. This fund was created by the family of Ted Widierski, a math 

teacher in the Madison system.  Designed to help a promising high school math student further his/her studies in 

math during the summer.  Nominations are being accepted.   

WCATY  Outreach specialists—Marissa is and Rebecca.  www.wcaty.org  WCATY has been in business for over 20 

years; part of UW now.  HS/MS events on campus publication; it works with school of Educational Outreach; The 

Academy program is school-based;  the hybrid/online courses usually replace the students’ Related Arts class; GT 

folks identify;  90 different classes all over the state.  Two math classes:  Measuring Up for gr 5 & 6; Fortune 

Tellers:  Using math to make predictions for Gr 7 & 8.  Introducing a new three week class on Happiness-- Positive 

Psychology/neuroscience of happiness;  No F2F.  This is a chance to try out online learning. Differentiated for 

grades 5-8.   

Selection of WCATY Candidates:  should use multiple data points:  need to be a good writer and have good reading 

skills; independent and self-motivated; at least two grade levels ahead in LA; deep thinkers who can synthesize 

information.  Kids really appreciate the quality of the courses. The opportunity to make connections with other 

high-level thinkers makes all the difference.   

Payment:  purchase Gold membership for discount.  Costs are $195; parents often willing to kick in $100 

Marissa is in charge of the summer camps:  STEP,  YSSP, ALP,   

U-Whitewater:  Pam Clinkenbeard and Scott Peters.  They are exploring district-based cohorts (Baraboo); for the 

Advanced Learners Teaching license (12 credits) 

Update on Coordinator license coming soon! (an additional 3-credit course) 

These are Add-ons for your certification 

NAGC Conference:  November 7 – 9 in Indianapolis this year.  There will be a panel of Scott Peters, Chrys Mursky, 

Ann Robinson, Tanya Moon, discussing how to measure gifted Students growth; handling accountability with 

fairness.  Share stories. 

WATG:  Deb Douglas, President.  WATG www.watg.org  is a volunteer organization that advocates for gifted 

education and professional development. Annual fall conference is in WI Dells at Kalahari this year.  The 

http://www.wcaty.org/
http://www.watg.org/


conference is run by a volunteer board of directors.  It is open to anyone interested in advocacy.  WATG is 

celebrating 40 years this year.  They are working with the State Historical Society to archive this history.  Helps 

with visibility of the need and value of GT in the state.  Sylvia Rimm will present a luncheon keynote and breakout 

session.  She will receive a lifetime Achievement Award; Marcia Gentry is featured keynote.  Three pre-conference 

sessions;  Parent strand; Teen conference focusing on self-advocacy facilitated by Martha Barlow, Lori Rivala, and  

Cathy Schmidt from Tomahawk; ages 12-15 or grades 7-9. There is still room! Good opportunity to connect with 

like peers;  the coordinator is encouraged to participate in the activities with the students.  Each student will 

create an action plan—parent or coordinator who accompanies student will help with that; not required but VERY 

valuable to be with them and walk through the day with the students.  $25 per student 

Advocacy Workshop:  planned last spring grant from NAGC to do this so it will be rescheduled when an 

appropriate time is found; spend morning discussing talking points and then walking to the capitol and talking with 

legislators. 

State Gifted List Serve can be accessed on the WATG website;  Can sign up for announcements only or participate 

in the “chat”.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Professional Development 

Overview of Educator Effectiveness (to be implemented in 2014-15)    

Large Group Presentation –– TeachScape Overview by Lori Mueller and Teresa Lien, district 

instructional facilitator  

Teresa  works for Charlotte Danielson and with TeachScape (which came from MET study)  which has developed 

professional observation and evaluation forms.  Training Modules are available.  You need to have a license to 

access the modules which requires 20 hours of evaluating modules.  You then need to take a test that measure 

intertester reliability.  It is high stakes:  you only get two chances to pass.  There are two videos to code in first 

stage; three videos second stage.  if don’t pass in two tries, you need to wait 90 days. 

The focus is observer training with master coded professional videos demonstrating the different levels 1-4 

(Unsatisfactory, Basic, Proficient, and Distinguished); with explanations or rationale for the reasons that the 

behaviors were rated as they were.  It is important to view student directed behaviors.  

Meeting Dates 2013-14: 

 November 19 

 January 30:  Yahara due 

February:  Administrators breakfast  round table discussion with GT 

students who respond to planted questions.  Students rotate.  Districts 

asked to bring mature high school students .   

 March 17 

April 28:  Haiku 

 May 6 

May 14:  Yahara Top Ten Workshop 

 



Advantage:  Keep in mind that this is a rigorous test but it provides a common language with which to discuss best 

practice in teaching.  It relates teaching practice to district priorities and goals; it helps teachers understand how 

they can articulate their content to an evaluator who is not familiar with their subject matter.   

Online learning observation tool helps teachers understand the content of the framework 

Evidence to collect that will demonstrate effectiveness in addition to test scores:  moving practice; homes sold; 

promising programs through the DPI, school choice; affective data; formative and summative data 

Resources:   

 www.teachingchannel.org  is a good resource of videos to evaluate.   

www.Danielsongroup.org   Resources/ 2013 framework aligned to the common core;  

www.DPI.wi.gov also has resources   

Videos:  go to http://www.teachscape.com/resources/webinars   

Directors of instruction will act as a coach for the evaluators (like the principals); calibrate the assessment; meet 

together and evaluate a video together  

Request videos serving GT students.  Videos demonstrating different levels 

Distributed copies of Danielson’s Framework for Instructional Specialist Evaluation Instrument 2013 from 

Danielson, Charlotte (2017). Enhancing Professional Practice:  A Framework for Teaching.  ASCD, Alexandria. * The 

Charlotte Danielson model , has been researched (tried and evaluated).  They found that there is a direct 

correlation between teachers who rate high on the framework and student high test scores. 

Accessed copies of Stronge, James & Associates (2012) Teacher Effectiveness Teacher Evaluation Handbook, 2012.   

based on research but the tool has not been tested.  CESA 6 is now using that model.  * 

Districts are choosing between the state model (TeachScape) or CESA 6 (James Strong model).  We are advised to 

pay attention to the conversation surrounding the law.  

*The pdf version of these documents can be found on our website. 

Small Group time focusing on the Framework for Specialist Positions for Educator Effectiveness-    Lucia Rowley 

and Laura Borsecnik 

Beginning in 2014-15, all educators will be evaluated under the Danielson Framework (or Stronge).   For most 

Advanced Learning positions, the current framework for teachers is not aligned with our positions. This is your 

chance to learn more about the Danielson Framework for Specialist Positions and to participate in collaborative 

discussions so we may better understand how the framework can be applied to our positions.  

Summaries of the conversations follow:    

DOMAIN 1: Planning and Preparation 
 

 What parts of this domain apply to my position? 
o All parts apply for roles with no other rubric to be assessed by - only role 

 
 What are some of the big take-aways from this domain? 

o Nice to have something the links directly with the SLOs we need to create (1C) 
 

 What support would you need from your district to help support your journey toward the "distinguished" 
category? 

http://www.teachingchannel.org/
http://www.danielsongroup.org/
http://www.dpi.wi.gov/
http://www.teachscape.com/resources/webinars


o For administrators to treat the specialist as the "expert" and trust their judgment and decisions 
 

 What PD could Greater Dane provide in the upcoming year to help support you? 
o Keeping document updated from GDCTGN of what we all do - ideas of support and resources 

 
DOMAIN 2: The Learning Environment 
 

 What parts of this domain apply to my position? 
2a - 

o Sometimes teachers are resistant to our input and support or to the program overall. 
o Most of us are not administrators so there is no power to make changes. We can only collaborate 

or influence. 
o Sometime not having power is positive because we are seen as helpers and not evaluators. 

Relationships can be more collegial.  
2B- 

o Need more administrative support 
2c- 

o Problematic since not all GT people work with students 
2d- 

o General code of conduct for behavior with all interactions, students and adults. 
 

 What support would you need from your district to help support your journey toward the "distinguished" 
category? 

o Clear and accurate, ongoing communication is KEY!!! 
o Respect from colleagues and administrators. 
o Time for collaboration with teachers and other GT folks. 

 
 What PD could Greater Dane provide in the upcoming year to help support you? 

o Providing training and PD for administrators. 
 
DOMAIN 3: Delivery of Service 

 What parts of this domain apply to my position? All parts... 
o 3A-Communication: newsletters, websites, marketing 
o 3B-Engaging teachers in learning new things: bring back information to teachers from conferences, PD 

for staff, coaching, co-teaching 
o 3C- Sharing expertise with staff: coaching, co-teaching, but schedules are very difficult to set up 

clusters and PD 
o 3D- Resources for teachers: providing and working with teachers with resources 
o 3E- Flexibility and responsiveness: roles in GT are always changing  

 
 What are some of the big take-aways from this domain?  

o Teachers having time for us and wanting us to be involved. 
o Hopefully, the teacher effectiveness model will help us as GT staff members because if these kids 

don't grow, we are both (teacher and GT staff member) responsible.  
 

 What support would you need from your district to help support your journey toward the "distinguished" 
category?  
o Direction in coaching and understanding of process...time to work with teachers….. 
o Districts need to make GT a part of the big picture.  

 
 What PD could Greater Dane provide in the upcoming year to help support you?  

o Staff development 
o Building relationships with central staff 
o Building relationships with VPA teachers, leadership, creativity 



o Connecting with other departments (core subjects) to make sure differentiating is taking place in 
classroom 

 
DOMAIN 4: Professional Responsibilities 
 

 What parts of this domain apply to my position? 
 What are some of the big take-aways from this domain? 

o Concern regarding how well the evaluators are trained - subjectivity 
o Will there be a discussion opportunity which follows your “grade”? 
o Recent version is more general than the original version. Concern that the documentation would be 

determine the subjectivity. 
o Huge emphasis on volunteering in the new version in order to reach proficiency or distinguished. - 

Chrys question? Are teachers expected to volunteer as well? 
 What support would you need from your district to help support your journey toward the "distinguished" 

category? 
o Action Research for Advanced Learners - group project- district focus 
o Communicate the systems that are in place for using teachscape as a coaching tool. 

 What PD could Greater Dane provide in the upcoming year to help support you? 
o Invite Chrys Mursky to help answer some clarifying questions regarding how we will be evaluated. 

 For example, will we get a “grade” for each part of each domain? 
 Will this these grades be made public/published? If so, are other public employees 

“grades” published? 
 Could Greater Dane be a venue to share data points that are collected in each district to 

help support TAG positions in our districts? 



 

BUSINESS MEETING 

Secretary report:  Barb Hoeft move to approve;  Ruth Frawley second; passed  these can be reviewed on the 

website:  www.greaterdanetag.org  

Treasurer’s report:  little worried last year in the red $291 due to unusual changes (LIKE THE Math 24 tournament 

decks for Grade 5,  web site change, Yahara in the red $1012.  Will look into where we lost money in that program. 

Consider charging more for the Top Ten Workshop.   Move to approve:  Lucia;  Sue Gorski second;  Motion passed.  

Detailed report can be found on the website. 

Scholarship:  Lots of interest in scholarships for NAGC.  Consider a certain total amount ($1500 total) for 

scholarships that could be divided amongst those districts for attendance at the conference.  Needs official action 

by the board.  

Professional Development:  Committee will meet on October 1 to plan next steps for our work in creating a 

framework that will meet the needs of Specialists and Coordinators for the DPI.  

Sunshine:  Barb looking for a replacement as she will be leaving Wisconsin 

Administrators Breakfast:  differentiating for those who attend depending on the amount of services and staff in 

the district  

Student Program Groups: See information at beginning of the Minutes  

Openings that need to be filled:  send special email just for those with a job description 

Math 24 Chair.  Coordinate with WCATY 

Math Meet:  Laura Borsecnik is Chair.  Need someone to coordinate Mega Math for grades 7/8  

Need liaison between Test Writer and GDCTG 

 Yahara Judging Chair 

 

November 19 Agenda:  

Increase registration fee for Yahara Top Ten workshop 

Scholarships—do we need to limit?  How many have accessed? 

Website situation 

Visual Arts Program for students  

Scholarship confirmation 

 

http://www.greaterdanetag.org/

